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Stay connected wherever your motorcycle goes! Falcon-i Bike Track keeps you posted on your bike’s
exact location and gives you reports on its speed, mileage, and much more all with the touch of a button.

Be connected

With Falcon-i Bike Track, your motorbike is always safe. When bad things happen, we'll be there for you.
Our nationwide theft recovery team is one of the best in the business. With Falcon-i Bike Track, your
vehicle can be immobilized whenever you need.

Stay secure

With Falcon-i Bike Track, you have complete access to your vehicle – whenever you like. The Falcon-i app
puts your bike’s information in your own hands - so you can make all the decisions.

All in one app
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Falcon-i Bike Track gives you real-time data of your motorcyle’s exact whereabouts, from nearest
landmarks to the exact street it is on – stay connected wherever it goes. More than one bike? Track
each motorbike’s whereabouts from the palm of your hand.

Locate your bike

That’s right. Falcon-i Bike Track’s tracker is water resistant. Say goodbye to worries about your tracker’s
protection and send your motorbike wherever it needs to go, whenever it needs to!

Water resistance

Falcon-i puts you in charge. You can allow your motorcycle to cross over highways and borders or receive
customized alerts to notify you of any unexpected movements. We can also disable the engine or keep
it running – all based on your decision.

Set geo-fences

We’ve always worked to make it easy for our customers to monitor and manage their vehicles, so they
can stay focused on what matters to them the most. As a result, we’ve secured and monitored assets of
over US$2Bn.

As the country’s largest privately-owned fleet management company, we’ve always looked forward. Over
the years we’ve grown, invested in technology and built one of the best teams in the industry. This has
helped us build trust amongst 160,000 customers and has allowed us to put over 100 corporate
enterprises in control, by providing insights on driver and fleet performance, vehicle usage and
diagnostics.

About Falcon-i


